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READERS GUIDE
Core Profile Documentation

These topics will provide an overview of the model without the burden of detail. Each

can be read in about 5–10 minutes. Each contains links to more detailed information if

required.

Model Purpose

This document describes the primary purpose of the model.

Model Overview

This document describes the primary aims and general purposes of this modeling

effort.

Assumption Overview

An overview of the basic assumptions inherent in this model.

Parameter Overview

Describes the basic parameter set used to inform the model, more detailed

information is available for each specific parameter.

Component Overview

A description of the basic computational building blocks (components) of the model.

Output Overview

Definitions and methodologies for the basic model outputs.

Results Overview

A guide to the results obtained from the model.

Key References

A list of references used in the development of the model.

Further Reading

These topics will provide a intermediate level view of the model. Consider these

documents if you are interested gaining in a working knowledge of the model, its

inputs and outputs.

JNCIMonograph Outline

This topic provides links to profile content organized according to the JNCI

Monograph Outline for Model Description Chapters. Use this outline for

comparisons focused on the CISNET Base Case simulations.

Advanced Reading

These topics denote more detailed documentation about specific and important aspects

of the model structure
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MODEL PURPOSE

SUMMARY
The Wisconsin model simulates breast cancer in a population over time generating

cancer registry–like data sets. By manipulating parametric input assumptions about

natural history, screening, and treatment the model can be used to address a number of

important policy questions.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the NCI Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network

(CISNET) is to promote simulation modeling as a tool that, in conjunction with the

nation’s cancer surveillance systems, can help to explain observed changes in cancer

incidence and mortality. Wisconsin offers a unique population laboratory to develop

and test breast cancer simulation models to meet this goal. We propose a collaboration

among simulation and statistics experts, and surveillance and epidemiology experts at

the University of Wisconsin, and the state of Wisconsin’s Cancer Reporting System to

study the use of simulation modeling to better understand trends in breast cancer

epidemiology and to enhance the use of simulation modeling for this purpose.

The Wisconsin model evolved from a simulation model constructed by Polun Chang a

decade ago for his Ph.D. dissertation1.Chang asked whether the observed breast cancer

incidence and mortality in the state of Wisconsin over the years 1982–92 could be

represented by a mechanistic simulation model comprised of reasonable sub–models of

population demography, biologic onset and progression of breast cancer, screening for

and detection of breast cancer, and breast cancer treatment effectiveness. He

programmed a deterministic model which attempted to replicate the Wisconsin Cancer

Reporting System (WCRS) data on the annual age– and stage–specific incidence of

breast cancer from 1980 to 19922. Chang concluded that a substantial fraction (9%–23%)

of all breast cancers are pre–destined from their occult biologic onset to grow only to a

limited size (~1 cm diameter), would not present a lethal threat to the woman, and

would be indistinguishable from potentially lethal tumors of similar size. He termed

these indolent tumors "limited malignant potential (LMP)" tumors.

We had two objectives in redesigning the Chang model as part of the Cancer

Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET). The first objective is to

answer a question similar to Chang’s:

Is it possible to generate a realistic virtual Wisconsin cancer registry of incident breast cancers

for women residing in Wisconsin from 1975 to 2000, and to simultaneously replicate

age–specific breast cancer mortality in this population during the same time period, with a

micro–simulation model comprised of realistically modeled processes representing breast cancer
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biologic onset and progression, detection by mammogram screening and case finding outside of

screening, and evolving treatment effectiveness over the same time period?

Thus we ask whether observed cancer registry data are compatible at a relatively fine

scale over time with the joint product of dynamic processes which most

epidemiologists and physicians would agree underlie observed breast cancer data,

when those processes are constrained to behave in manner and scale as we think they

should. Chang found that he had to add a class of tumors, LMPs, which are

indistinguishable from small invasive breast cancers but which in fact do not represent

a threat to the host. We began the modeling process prepared to add such assumptions

reluctantly, instead exploring many plausible combinations of parameters to improve

fit of the virtual cancer registry before resorting to unobservable assumptions about the

underlying systems being modeled.

The second objective is to produce a model which can be used to explore ramifications

of alternative programs of screening and treatment for breast cancer. Once a simulation

model is constructed, it is quite flexible. The model allows output of both simulated

cancer registry data and also similar data about breast cancer latent in the population

at any given time. This provides the means to answer "What if?" questions about

changes in tumor detection and improvements in therapy.

REFERENCES:
1 Chang, P., “A Simulation Study of Breast Cancer Epidemiology and Detection since

1982: The Case for Limited Malignant Potential Lesions [Ph.D.]” 1993;
2 Bureau of Health Information, Division of Health Care Financing, Wisconsin

Department of Health and Family Services “Wisconsin Cancer Incidence and
Mortality, 1999” 2002;
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MODEL OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document overviews the modeling effort, the problems it addresses and previous

work relevant to this model.

PURPOSE
Model Purpose

BACKGROUND
The National Cancer Institute’s Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling

Network (CISNET) was formed to use simulation modeling of surveillance data to

better understand cancer incidence and mortality. The state of Wisconsin offers a

unique population laboratory to develop and test breast cancer simulation models to

meet national goals of improving cancer surveillance methods. As part of this

consortium we developed and calibrated the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Epidemiology

Simulation Model, a discrete–event, stochastic simulation model designed to replicate

breast cancer incidence and mortality rates in the Wisconsin female population and

applicable to the US population from 1975–2000. The simulation was developed using

a systems–science, process modeling approach.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
We have taken a systems engineering approach to construction of our simulation

model for breast cancer incidence and mortality in a population. The complex,

dynamic biologic and sociodemographic system which results in observed breast

cancer statistics is comprised of models of subsystems and specifying the interactions

among them in a process analogous to what has been described as "reverse

engineering" of complex biologic systems1. Our model is a discrete–event simulation

with a fixed cycle time of 6 months beginning in calendar year 1950. The model is

populated by 2.95 million women, divided into birth cohorts, and making up the

female population aged 20–100 years of age living in Wisconsin between 1950 and

2000. Women in each birth cohort are individually simulated from calendar year 1950

(or the year in which they were age 20) until they die a simulated death, achieve age

100, or the simulated year 2000 is reached. The processes simulated are:

A. the natural history of breast cancer from inception to breast cancer death;

B. detection of breast cancer by screening mammography or clinical surfacing;

C. improvements in treatment of breast cancer and diffusion of treatments over

time; and

D. death from non–breast cancer causes.
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Each of these four major processes is stochastic, unfolding over time in the population,

and they jointly result in the observed cancer registry data. These processes form a

delicately balanced, interacting system within the population over time. They result in

observable consequences unfolding over time as embodied in the statistics collected by

a comprehensive cancer surveillance system. When referred to a specific population

and time period, these processes result in observed counts of incident breast cancers in

each of four distinct stages of disease, in women with known ages, year by year in the

reporting system. The model processes also result in counts of deaths in women with

known ages across the same years.

CONTRIBUTORS
Dennis G. Fryback, Ph.D.

Natasha K. Stout, Ph.D.

Marjorie A. Rosenberg, Ph.D., F.S.A.

Amy Trentham–Dietz, Ph.D.

Patrick L. Remington, M.D., M.P.H.

Vipat Kuruchittham, M.S.
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REFERENCES:
1 Csete, ME, Doyle, JC “Reverse Engineering of Biological Complexity” in Science

2002; 295: 5560: 1664-1669
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ASSUMPTION OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
Our modeling approach assumes that observed incidence and mortality from breast

cancer over time can be replicated mechanistically by assembling simulation modules

representing basic processes whose general nature and operation is known, but which

may be governed by poorly known parameters. This document lists these processes

and assumed structure.

BACKGROUND
We assume four major processes, each ultimately stochastic, and each unfolding over

time in a poulation, result in the statistics observed over time in breast cancer

surveillance systems:

A. Natural history of breast cancer—

1. Onset: A primary breast cancer may be initiated at some point in a woman’s

life.

2. Progression/regression: The cancer will grow over time generally progressing

in size and spreading to other tissues; depending on their character, tumors

may or may not be a lethal threat to the host, and some tumors may regress.

3. Death: Breast cancer deaths occur as an endpoint of a process of uncontrolled

growth and spread of the tumor.

D. Detection of breast cancer—

1. Mammogram screening: Breast cancer may be detected by a screening

mammogram. A woman’s participation in screening may be stochastic or

systematic over time. Mammography screening has diffused, and possibly

improved over time.

2. Clinical surfacing: Breast cancer may be detected other than by screening

mammogram. We do not differentiate these pathways which include

diagnosis after symptomatic presentation, self–breast examination, clinical

breast examination, or incidental pre–symptomatic detection, terming them

collectively as "clinical surfacing."

C. Treatment of breast cancer—

• Potentially lethal breast cancer may in some cases be arrested or retarded by

medical intervention. Interventions include surgery of varying extent with or

without subsequent radiation, which we take as baseline treatment. Adjuvant

therapy with tamoxifen and/or polychemotherapy has been introduced over the

time period covered by the model. In the simulation at the individual woman level

we use an all or nothing "cure" model for treatment; this sub–model approximates

population–level treatment effectiveness statistics.

• Non–breast cancer mortality—

• Women die of non–breast cancer causes, with or without breast cancer present.
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Each of these processes is modeled with mathematical functions and stochastic

processes. The joint model is referred to as the simulation model or "the model." The

parameters governing these functions and processes are constrained by general

knowledge, by published data, and by systematic experiments in which the simulation

computes estimates of observed surveillance data over time and deviations between

the simulation results and observed data are reduced by changing the parameters (we

term this latter process calibration, or fitting of the model). Because these processes

form a complex and interacting system, some individual parameters may not be

identifiable in which case the goal of simulation modeling is to identify feasible sets of

values in the parameter space.

ASSUMPTION LISTING
Breast Cancer Natural History Assumptions

1. The probability of breast cancer onset in any given time interval is a function of

the woman's individual risk factors and a residual secular trend. (Cancer

Incidence Component )

2. Tumor growth is a function of a random intial growth parameter. (Natural

History Component )

3. Some tumors have limited malignant potential and will never be a lethal threat

to the woman host. (Natural History Component )

4. Breast cancer death can occur only after a tumor has reached the distant stage.

(Survival And Mortality Component )

Breast Cancer Detection Assumptions

5. Breast cancer is detected by either screening (characterized in the model as

screening mammography) or by other means (characterized in the model as

"surfacing"). (Screening Component )

6. The probability an undetected tumor surfaces in a given cycle of the model is an

increasing function of tumor diameter. (Screening Component )

7. The sensitivity of a screening mammogram is an increasing function of the

woman's age (=50), an increasing function of the diameter of the tumor, and an

increasing function of the calendar year of the screening mammogram.

(Screening Component )

8. The probability a woman receives a screening mammogram is characterized as

increasing over calendar time and her age. (Screening Component )

Treatment Effectiveness Assumptions

9. Treatment outcome is modeled as "cured" or "not cured".

a. A cured cancer's growth is arrested instantaneously at the time of treatment.

b. An uncured cancer continues to progress at the rate governed by its initially

assigned growth parameter to the distant stage and eventual breast cancer

death if death from other causes does not intervene. Spherical diameter

increase in the model due to "progression" in this case is obviously

metaphorical reference to tumor load and not physical diameter. (Natural

History Component )
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3. The probability of cure is a function of the treatment given and stage of the

tumor at detection and possibly the woman's age. (Treatment Component )

4. Treatment modality is a probabilistic function of the calendar year of detection,

as treatments have changed and diffused over time. (Treatment Component )

Non Breast Cancer Mortality

12. Non breast cancer mortality occurs independently of whether or not the woman

has breast cancer and is a function of the woman's current age and the calendar

year of her birth. (Survival And Mortality Component )

University of Wisconsin
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PARAMETER OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
The Wisconsin model has many input parameters. This document lists these inputs

and their general nature—constants, tables, functions, etc.

BACKGROUND
The Wisconsin model is not estimated from any one data source. We have identified

processes that are inputs to the epidemiology of breast cancer or which affect statistics

that are collected by cancer surveillance in Wisconsin (and nationally) and have

attempted to characterize each of these processes mathematically, either with

parameters from published or available data sources or parameters estimated by expert

judgment.

For demographic data we generally used census data for the US and Wisconsin.

Mortality is derived from the Berkeley tables. Cancer surveillance data from the

Wisconsin Cancer Reporting System and from SEER were used. Mammography

dissemination was from data published in Wisconsin and from the NCI CISNET

basecase analysis. Treatment dissemination was supplied by NCI and treatment

effectiveness was from the EBCTCG meta–analyses. Breast cancer natural history was

patterned after the Shwartz model1. Mammography characteristics were based on

published literature supplemented by expert judgment.

SEER data for Iowa were excluded to allow cross–validation of the Wisconsin model

using Iowa data.

Also see Model Calibration Procedures

PARAMETER LISTING OVERVIEW
The following lists the logical clusters of inputs to the Wisconsin breast cancer

simulation model.

Simulation Control

• Starting Simulated Year

• Ending Simulated Year

• Number of Burn–in years

• Termination age

• Cycle Length

• Number of replications

Population Component

• Birth Cohorts

• Number of women in Birth Cohort

• Non–breast cancer mortality tables

• Breast cancer mortality tables
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• Population for age–adjusted output

Screening Component

• Mammography screening dissemination model

• Clinical surfacing probabilities

• Mammography operating characteristics

Cancer Incidence Component

• Tumor onset function

Natural History Component

• Tumor type

• Tumor growth rate (exponential growth)

• Positive node probability parameters

• Time to BC death distribution given stage 4

• Tumor size–to–historical–stage translation table

Treatment Component

• Treatment effectiveness by stage

• Adjuvant therapy dissemination model

REFERENCES:
1 Shwartz, M. “A Mathematical Model Used to Analyze Breast Cancer Screening

Strategies.” in Operations Research 1978; 6: 26: 937-955
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COMPONENT OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
The Wisconsin model simulates life histories of individual women from age 20 to age

100, death, or the year 2000. The model utilizes components comprising mortality from

non–breast cancer causes, breast cancer onset and progression and mortality, screening

and detection, and treatment. These are represented in the flowchart below.

OVERVIEW

COMPONENT LISTING
Population Component – Starting the model in 1950, we simulate a number of women

equal to each single–year age cohort of women in the Wisconsin population aged

20–99. In each year 1951–1999 we add to the simulation model the number of women

aged 20y in that year. The total number of women simulated is approximately 2.95

million.

Cancer Incidence Component – We use "incidence" to mean detection of a tumor; we

use "onset" to refer to biological initiation of the tumor. Since tumors grow over time in

our model we assumed that tumors which are incident (detected) at one time in fact

were biologically onset earlier, and that some women will die of non–breast cancer

causes with occult, undiagnosed breast cancer.

Natural History Component – We model breast cancer as a progressive disease,

starting with biologic onset at a small focus within the breast and growing spherically

in size over time, with probabilistic spread to lymph nodes. The growth model is a

simplification of a complicated biologic process, assuming that most breast cancers

start as small non–invasive entities and if detected at this time would likely be

classified as having historical stage "in situ."

Screening Component – We specify tumor detection probabilities, whether by
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mammography or clinical surfacing, as a function of the diameter of the tumor in

centimeters, the age of the woman, and the calendar year being simulated. These

probabilities were originally specified by a priori expert judgment, then refined by

calibrating model outputs to observed surveillance incidence data by tumor stage, not

size. The dependence within the model on size is due to an interaction in the model

between the growth sub–model and the detection sub–model and the output of these

as counts of detected simulated tumors graded into the four stages.

Treatment Component – For simplicity we model treatment as a cure/no–cure process.

When a breast cancer is detected, regardless of mode of detection, we assume it is

treated. The result of simulated treatment is either "cure" with total arrest of

progression at that time and hence no possibility of progressing to a breast cancer

death, or the result is "no cure" in which case the tumor continues to progress as if it

were undetected and the woman may die of breast cancer, competing causes, or

achieve age 100 depending on her individual circumstances.

Survival And Mortality Component – Breast cancer death occurs if the time to a

woman's death from non–breast cancer causes is longer than her time to death from

breast cancer. The time until death from non–breast cancer causes is chosen at the start

of the simulation.
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OUTPUT OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
Because the Wisconsin model simulates life histories for individual women, in

principle these entire histories are available at the end of the run. In practice the main

outputs are age– and historical stage–specific incidence rates of breast cancer and

age–specific breast cancer mortality for each year from simulated 1975–2000.

OVERVIEW
The usual outputs saved from a run of the model are as follows:

Means, and standard deviations across N simulations (of the population of interest) for

—

1. 5–yr age group age–, and historical–stage–specific incidence rates of breast

cancer in each of the simulated years 1975–2000.

2. 5–yr age–specific breast cancer mortality rates in each of the years simulated.

3. Prevalence of breast cancer in simulated year 1975 (an output constructed for

the breast base case)

Alternatively, the same output information can be displayed as age–adjusted rates over

calendar years.

With modest reprogramming, the simulation also is capable of outputting the

following sorts of quantities —

4. Rates or counts of true positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative

mammograms conditioned on screening history and age.

5. Age–specific and stage–specific prevalence of undetected breast cancer in any

given calendar year from 1975–2000.

OUTPUT LISTING
See Output Description for more detail.
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RESULTS OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document describes results generated by the model.

OVERVIEW

THE FIT OF THE FINAL MODEL AGAINST SEER AND WCRS.

FIGURE 1. The fit of the final model against SEER and WCRS. Incidence rates are

age–adjusted to the U.S. population aged 30–79 in year 2000.

RESULTS LIST
To fit observed data, the model required the following assumptions about breast

cancer.

1. Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease, varying in growth rates and in

aggressiveness. It is not necessary to assume the heterogeneity is related to

age to reproduce many aspects of observed epidemiology of breast cancer

with respect to age.

2. There is a class of breast cancer with limited malignant potential, constituting

a relatively prevalent latent pool of cancer in the population. If modeled as

solid spherical tumors LMP tumors will grow to approximately 1 cm

diameter, persist at that size for up to 2 years, and then recede. LMP tumors

constituted the followings in the year 2000 (Figure 2).

• 42% of all cancers at biological onset (= 126÷ (126+174))

• 28% of all incident tumors (= (24+45)÷(24+45+30+101+62+10))

• 44% of all incidence in situ tumors (= 24÷(24+30))

• 31% of all incident localized tumors (= 45÷(45+101))

• There is a small population of breast cancers which are metastatic almost from

their beginning. These constitute approximately 4% of non–LMP tumors (or 2% of

all tumors).
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• The growth rates of tumors which are neither LMP nor the early metastatic type

are described by a Gompertz distribution implicit in the growth curves in Figure 3,

which shows size of tumors as function of time and percentile of the distribution

of means for the gamma distribution of Gompertz growth rates.

FIGURE 2. A snapshot of occult, incident, and prevalent breast cancer in the U.S. female

population aged 30–79 in 2000 as predicted by the simulation model is depicted. Incidence

and prevalence are shown as rates per 100,000 in the female population aged 30–79. The

annual prevalent case mortality rate is computed as percent per year of all prevalent breast

cancers (including LMPs) who die in that year. Of the 671+2196=2867 prevalent cases of breast

cancer, 23% are LMP; these women were treated for breast cancer that was not a threat to

them. ABBREVIATIONS: IS = in situ, L=local, R=regional, D=distant, LMP=Limited

Malignant Potential.
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FIGURE 3. Sample growth curves (diameter of ideal spherical tumor as function of time since

onset at 0.2 cm diameter) for tumors are shown. The five curves, left to right, represent values

of the Gompertz growth rate at the 95th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 5th percentiles of the gamma

distribution for growth rate in the best fitting parameter vector.

Also see: Model Calibration Procedures
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CANCER INCIDENCE COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the method by which tumor is initiated in the model.

OVERVIEW
We use "incidence" to mean detection of a tumor; we use "onset" to refer to biological

initiation of the tumor. Since tumors grow over time in our model we assumed that

tumors which are incident (detected) at one time in fact were biologically onset earlier,

and that some women will die of non–breast cancer causes with occult, undiagnosed

breast cancer. With this consideration in mind, and allowing assumptions about the

LMP and hyper–aggressive classes of tumors discussed above, the onset rate for breast

cancer is computed in our model as follows.

DETAIL
To derive an onset rate for a woman aged years in calendar year we suppose the

observed incidence rate in the absence of screening for a woman in the same birth

cohort, but age is where is an average lag in years between onset and

incidence of tumors in the population. Let be the proportion of incident (detected)

tumors which are not LMP tumors, and let be the fraction of all onset tumors which

are LMP. Then the onset rate for the woman aged N years is given by . The

numerator of the fraction is the rate of non–LMP tumors as a fraction of all incident

tumors years later, and these are of the total number of tumors which are onset.

The model uses age–period–cohort breast cancer incident rates inferred in the absence

of screening, which incorporate an increasing secular trend, provided to the CISNET

collaboration by the NCI (see Figure 4)1. We fit the lag parameter, , empirically during

calibration. The fitted values derived for the three parameters during model calibration

are =3, =0.42, and =0.95.
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FIGURE 4. An age–period–cohort model for breast cancer incidence in absence of screening.

Derived for CISNET consortium.1. The four lines depict incidence in the indicated years.

Actual incidence observed as output from the simulation model is a function of the

underlying pool of tumors that are biologically onset, the nature of the tumors (in

particular, tumor diameters), the probability of clinical surfacing as a function of size of

tumor, and the operating characteristics for screening mammography as a function of

size of the tumors (i.e., screening sensitivity).

With one exception, we do not model recurrence or second primary breast cancers. The

exception is that a woman with an undetected LMP tumor which then disappears is

again at risk for onset of any type of breast cancer. A woman may not have both an

LMP and a "real" tumor simultaneously. Once a woman is diagnosed with breast

cancer—LMP or otherwise—in the current simulation she cannot develop a second

primary breast cancer. We do not model recurrence per se, as discussed later under

"treatment."

REFERENCES:
1 Holford, TR., Cronin, K., Feuer, EJ., Mariotto, A. “Changing patterns in breast cancer

incidence trends, manuscript” 2003;
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NATURAL HISTORY COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the model of tumor progression.

OVERVIEW
We model breast cancer as a progressive disease, starting with biologic onset at a small

focus within the breast and growing spherically in size over time, with probabilistic

spread to lymph nodes. The growth model is a simplification of a complicated biologic

process, assuming that most breast cancers start as small non–invasive entities and if

detected at this time would likely be classified as having historical stage "in situ."

DETAIL
Natural history of the disease.

We discuss tumor progression before biological tumor onset here since we found

parameters controlling onset depend on the nature of the progression model.

The tumor progression model.

We initially began with a model proposed by Shwartz4 which modeled tumor growth

as an exponential doubling process. In Shwartz’s model, every breast cancer is

assumed to have a fixed growth rate once drawn at the tumor’s biologic inception from

a lognormal distribution. Shwartz modeled the number of involved lymph nodes at a

given time as a cumulative Poisson process with rate parameter determined by current

tumor diameter and the rate at which the diameter is changing so that the larger the

tumor, the more likely it is to have involved nodes and the faster growing the tumor is

the more likely it is to have metastatic spread. In Shwartz’s model all tumors started at

a diameter of 0.5cm.

We altered two aspects of Shwartz’s model to better calibrate to surveillance data.

Because modern screening is potentially capable of detecting breast cancers less than

0.5cm in size, tumors now enter the simulation with a size of 0.2cm. Second, we

implemented a decelerating, Gompertz growth function5 to replace Shwartz’s

exponential growth function. Shwartz had suggested a Gompertz function may fit

equally well as the exponential model and did some exploration of this alternative.6;

(M. Shwartz, personal communication, 2002) The exponential model, characterized by

constant tumor volume doubling times, is plausible for early tumor growth, but

implausible as tumors become larger in size. The Gompertz growth model is

exponential growth with decelerating doubling time shown in equation (1).

(1)
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Here is the tumor volume at time , is the initial tumor volume, the parameter

is the initial tumor growth rate, and a governs deceleration in growth rate over time.

We fix one of these parameters by fixing the maximum asymptotic tumor volume as

, . Solving for and substituting into equation (1) we get the

volume at time expressed in terms of one free parameter, .

(2)

Finally, assuming spherical tumors, tumor volume and diameter are related by

. Substituting this expression where appropriate in (2), taking the cube root of both

sides, and solving for as a function of corresponding constants , , and , we

get an equation for tumor diameter at time .

(3)

The minimum and maximum diameters were specified arbitrarily at 0.2 and 8.0 cm, to

be reasonably within bounds observed clinically. The growth parameter is modeled

as a gamma–distributed random variable with a mean of 0.12 and a variance of 0.012,

values derived in the model calibration process. The mean and variance of the gamma

distribution were determined by model calibration. Figure 1 shows tumor diameter as

a function of time (in months) for tumors with growth parameters from various

percentiles of the growth rate distribution.
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FIGURE 1. Sample growth curves for tumors. The ordinate is diameter in cm, and the abscissa

is the number of months since tumor inception. The five curves, left to right, represent values

of at the 95th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 5th percentiles of the gamma distribution for growth rate

(smaller values of represent slower growth)

The rate of additional involved nodes was modeled based on Shwartz’s model6. In

Shwartz’s model the instantaneous rate at time t was given by

where the bi, are constants with values 0.0058, 0.0053, and

0.0002 respectively, i=1,2,3,. Integrating from time to time , we derive the

additional nodes in that interval,

In calibrating the model to observed incidence surveillance data we found that this

formula gave slightly too fast a rate of tumor spread. For a tumor of a given diameter,

, and corresponding volume , we used Shwartz’s equation for a tumor with a

volume corresponding to a diameter 25% smaller, , based on fitting this

parameter during calibration. Figure 2 shows the resulting empirical rate of

additionally involved lymph nodes in a 6 month period as a function of simulated

tumor diameter and growth rate.
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FIGURE 2. Poisson rate of additional involved nodes in the next 6 month period as a function

of current tumor size. The three curve segments represent (from left to right) tumors in the 5th

, 50th, and 95th percentiles of the growth rate distribution.

Tumors with zero nodes that are less than 0.95 cm in diameter are defined as having in

situ stage in our model. Tumors with zero nodes and greater than 0.95 cm are

considered to be localized. Tumors with 1 to 4 nodes are considered to be regional

stage tumors. Any tumor with 5 or more involved nodes is considered to be in the

distant stage and proxy for more widespread involvement.

Additional assumptions about tumor natural history.

Preliminary model results revealed that far too many occult tumors were required to

achieve the rise in incidence (detection) that occurred after the widespread use of

screening mammography during the late 1980s. In order for breast cancer incidence to

be sufficiently high during this time period the model required unrealistically elevated

breast cancer mortality rates prior to the dissemination of mammography. For this

reason, we incorporated the same assumption that Chang included in his original

model: A substantial fraction of all incident breast cancers prior to screening must have

be of limited malignant potential (LMP), i.e., of no lethal threat to the host woman.

Furthermore, we inferred there must be a reservoir of these occult LMP tumors that

would be discovered with the advent of screening programs. The following

characterization of LMP tumors evolved during model fitting and calibration:

LMP tumors have the same growth rate distribution as other tumors (the gamma

distribution described above), and grow according to the same Gompertz growth

function as other tumors. However they cease growth at 1 cm in size, and they

disappear after 2 years dwell time at this size. LMP tumors never exhibit metastatic

spread, and thus do not lead to breast cancer death.

Each of these characteristics was needed to obtain satisfactory calibration of the model

dynamically across time. Since LMP tumors were needed as biologically prevalent but
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occult tumors to feed the dramatic rise in incidence of localized breast cancer with the

advent of screening, they could not progress beyond the localized stage and do not

cause breast cancer death. To remain largely occult in the absence of screening they

could not grow too large, hence the 1 cm upper limit. Too large a pool of undiagnosed,

prevalent tumors developed in the simulation if the LMP tumors remained indefinitely

after reaching the 1 cm limit, so we imposed the 2–year dwell time (this parameter

being fit during calibration); future versions of the model will include regression over

time, but currently disappearance is modeled as instantaneous at 2 years. The fraction

of all tumors that were defined as LMP tumors was found through calibration to

incidence surveillance data and the corresponding parameters are discussed below

under "onset." The existence of LMP tumors is at present hypothetical. We must

assume they are histologically indistinguishable from "real" breast cancer or their

existence would be already known. It is our claim, resulting from our modeling efforts,

that assuming their existence is necessary to explain the dynamics of the observed facts

about breast cancer in the population over the past 25 years.

It is reasonable to ask whether the role that LMP tumors play in the model might be

simulated by skewing the growth distribution toward slow–growing tumors. In fact

the upper growth limit of about 1 cm is also needed in the characterization of LMP

tumors, as is the regression of these tumors. While they may represent an "indolent"

end of the growth distribution of breast cancer they appear to be a distinct

subpopulation of cancers statistically, with the entire population being a mixture of

LMP type and lethal type tumors. An extensive discussion of the need for the LMP

tumor type is presented elsewhere7.

In the same way that LMP tumors represent an indolent end of the tumor growth

spectrum, we found we needed to assume there were hyper aggressive tumors at the

other end of the spectrum as well. Since the mid–1990s, the incidence rates for breast

cancer diagnosed at the regional or distant stage have leveled off8. Our simulation

model assumes that a small fraction of tumors have rapid metastatic spread. At

initiation in the growth model, when the primary tumor diameter is assumed to be 0.2

cm, 1% of non–LMP tumors are assumed to have 4 positive nodes, and 2% has 5 or

more nodes, i.e., these tumors are either regional or distant stage tumors right at

initiation and cannot be detected in an earlier stage in the model.

REFERENCES:
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Strategies.” in Operations Research 1978; 6: 26: 937-955
2 Shwartz, M. “An Analysis of the Benefits of Serial Screening for Breast Cancer Based
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program” in Cancer 1980; 46: 4: 844-51
4 Shwartz, M. “Validation and Use of a Mathematical Model to Estimate the Benefits
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SURVIVAL AND MORTALITY
COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the methods by which survival and mortality are determined

in the model.

OVERVIEW
Breast cancer death occurs if the time to a woman's death from non–breast cancer

causes is longer than her time to death from breast cancer. The time until death from

non–breast cancer causes is chosen at the start of the simulation using mortality

probabilities derived from birth cohort–specific, U.S. mortality tables published at UC

Berkeley. From these probabilities we have removed breast cancer as a cause of death

using breast cancer mortality rates in SEER data, and standard actuarial procedures.

DETAIL
Breast cancer death.

We assume that breast cancer death results only from disease which has progressed to

the distant stage. (In our model, tumors continue to grow larger and involve an

increasing number of lymph nodes even after clinical detection if they are not "cured."

This is obviously a simplistic shadow model for more complicated biologic processes

of recurrence and spread of treated breast cancers.) At the time a woman’s cancer

reaches the distant stage in the simulation, whether detected or not, she is assigned a

time of death from breast cancer. Time until death is drawn from an empirical

distribution based on survival times for women in the SEER registry diagnosed with

distant stage breast cancer between 1975 and 1982 and who died of breast cancer1. We

selected this time period to be prior to the advent of widespread mammography

screening. Presumably tumors found in the distant stage after the advent of screening

are from the increasingly aggressive end of the growth spectrum and we wished to use

survival times to breast cancer death from a more representative sample of the

spectrum. The 1975–82 time period also pre–dates modern treatment protocols for

distant stage breast cancer. The empirical distribution (figure 3) was estimated by

smoothing a life table of years of life from age at diagnosis created for these women

from SEER data1. The median time to breast cancer death after arriving at the distant

stage in our model is 1.95 years, and mean time 5.22 years.
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FIGURE 3. Empirical distribution of time from diagnosis to time of breast cancer death for

women diagnosed with distant stage breast cancer in SEER between 1975 and 1982.

Mortality from non–breast cancer causes

We actuarially adjusted age–specific all–cause life tables of female mortality by birth

cohort to develop mortality rates from non–breast cancer causes. The all–cause

mortality by birth cohort from 1891 to 2000 is published by the Berkeley Human

Mortality Data Base2, while the age–specific breast cancer mortality is from National

Center for Health Statistics, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, vital

statistics(see3 for details). The resulting non–breast cancer mortality rates are common

input to all the CISNET breast cancer collaboration models.
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SCREENING COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the methods by which screening is simulated in the model.

OVERVIEW
We specify tumor detection probabilities, whether by mammography or clinical

surfacing, as a function of the diameter of the tumor in centimeters, the age of the

woman, and the calendar year being simulated. These probabilities were originally

specified by a priori expert judgment, then refined by calibrating model outputs to

observed surveillance incidence data by tumor stage, not size. The dependence within

the model on size is due to an interaction in the model between the growth sub–model

and the detection sub–model and the output of these as counts of detected simulated

tumors graded into the four stages.

DETAIL
Clinical Surfacing

Clinical surfacing is expressed as an annual probability, and converted to a 6–month

interval probability in each cycle of the simulation. We presume the probability of

detecting an existing breast cancer in the absence of screening is low for small tumors

and the probability should increase with diameter of the tumor. We also believe that

women’s self–detection of breast lumps has improved, particularly over the past

decade, as a result of increasing public awareness of breast cancer. Under these

assumptions, the annual probabilities for clinical surfacing of a tumor are shown in

Table 1. These are the result of fitting and smoothing during calibration of the model

subject to constraints that they are increasing in tumor diameter and over time, and

that the probability at 0.3 cm is zero and at 8 cm is 1.0. Notice that the improvement

in detection in the decade of the 1990s appears to be mostly for small to mid–size

tumors.

TABLE 1. Annual Probabilities of Clinical Surfacing

Diameter of the tumor (cm)*

Year* 0.3 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0

1990 0.0 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.40 0.70 0.80 1.0

2000 0.0 0.06 0.07 0.30 0.55 0.75 0.80 1.0

*Probabilities are linearly interpolated for years between 1990 and 2000, and between

tumor diameters.
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The one exception to this table is that if at the beginning of a simulated 6 month

interval a woman with an as–yet undetected tumor is determined to die of breast

cancer, we force detection at that time regardless of size of the primary tumor on the

presumption that the cause of death would almost surely be diagnosed ante mortem

from other signs and symptoms of metastatic disease even though the primary may be

small. This proviso is necessitated because of the discrete time steps of the simulation

and the fact that we do not model symptoms.

Sensitivity of Mammography Screening

Table 2 shows detection probabilities of a mammogram for an existing breast cancer.

These are probabilities of detecting a tumor of a given diameter, in a woman of a given

age, in a given calendar year on a given screening mammogram. (These are not rates or

annual probabilities.) The values in Table 2 are the result of calibration to incidence

data given constraints of monotonicity in tumor diameter, woman’s age, and calendar

year, and that the sensitivity to a tumor 5 cm is .99, and 8 cm in diameter is 1.0. Note

the probability of detecting a tumor between 0.2 and 0.5 cm in diameter is constant in

tumor diameter as detection of small tumors is mostly dependent on factors other than

size such as calcification.

TABLE 2. Sensitivity of Mammography

Diameter of the tumor (cm)**

Year* 0.20 0.2–0.5 0.75 1.5 2.0 5.0 8.0

Women aged

1984 0.00 0.06 0.35 0.65 0.85 0.99 1.0

2000 0.00 0.20 0.60 0.65 0.85 0.99 1.0

Women aged 50y**

1984 0.00 0.1 0.45 0.65 0.85 0.99 1.0

2000 0.00 0.30 0.65 0.80 0.90 0.99 1.0

*Probabilities are linearly interpolated for years between 1984 and 2000, and between

tumor diameters.

**Sensitivity of mammography is presumed to increase after menopause when breast tissues become

more radiolucent with fatty replacement. Our current model uses an abrupt transition at age 50 to

represent what is likely a more gradual process.
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Diffusion of mammography utilization

Screening mammography before 1982 was sporadic and rare. Originally, we used

mammography dissemination data from Wisconsin to specify the probability that a

woman of a given age would receive a screening mammogram in a given calendar year

from 1982–19912. More recently we have incorporated an age–period model of annual

screening probability3. The output of this model is random ages representing the age at

first screen for a woman and the ages of subsequent screens up to age 100. The

marginal frequencies match national data from the US for screening rates from 1975 to

2000. If a woman with an occult tumor is screened in the simulation, the probabilities

in Table 2 are used to determine whether or not the tumor is detected at that screen.

When a tumor is detected, the underlying state of the tumor according to the natural

history model determines the stage of detection. Note that detection probabilities are

not a function of stage, but of simulated tumor size and mammography sensitivity

given the woman’s age and the calendar year. Mammography detection rates by tumor

stage are emergent properties of the simulation.

REFERENCES:
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TREATMENT COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the treatment of cancer and how its effectiveness is modeled.

OVERVIEW
Treatment and treatment effectiveness

For simplicity we model treatment as a cure/no–cure process. When a breast cancer is

detected, regardless of mode of detection, we assume it is treated. The result of

simulated treatment is either "cure" with total arrest of progression at that time and

hence no possibility of progressing to a breast cancer death, or the result is "no cure" in

which case the tumor continues to progress as if it were undetected and the woman

may die of breast cancer, competing causes, or achieve age 100 depending on her

individual circumstances. Continued simulated growth in this case is used to mark a

time–line for progression and size per se is not meant to be biologically representative.

This method for modeling treatment outcomes models survival given treatment as a

mixture of two survival curves conditioned on the woman’s age and the tumor

characteristics at the time of detection. One curve is the survival curve of women that

age without breast cancer; the other curve is women that age and with tumors of the

same stage but untreated, which is a function of the underlying natural history model.

The mixture probability to be fit is termed the "cure" fraction. Although this method

gives up fitting the shape of the survival curve given stage, and treatment, it avoids

having to make direct assumptions about survival given mode of detection, treatment,

etc., which we wish to be emergent properties of the model rather than inputs.

The treatment submodel has three logical parts. First, we specified treatment

effectiveness—cure fractions—in the pre–tamoxifen pre–adjuvant polychemotherapy

era for tumors treated at different stages with a standard, baseline therapy. These

"baseline" cure probabilities metaphorically represent overall mastectomy with or

without radiation as was common in the pre–1975 era. Second, we specified the relative

improvement in survival with the various combinations of adjuvant therapies added to

the baseline therapy. Third, we specified the diffusion of these adjuvant treatments

over time as a function of characteristics of the woman and the stage of tumor at

diagnosis.

DETAIL
The model assumes that all women receive baseline treatment consisting of standard

therapy such as surgery and/or radiation and that the effectiveness of this baseline

treatment has not changed over time. In addition women may receive one of five

modes of adjuvant therapy. The different modes of adjuvant therapy, which are

determinants of the effectiveness of treatment, are chemotherapy only, tamoxifen only

for two years, tamoxifen only for five years, chemotherapy in combination with

Tamoxifen for two years or chemotherapy in combination with tamoxifen for five

years.

Women with breast cancer detected in the localized or regional stages are assigned a
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mode of adjuvant treatment based on the calendar year, her current age, tumor size/

stage and revealed estrogen receptor (ER) status. Tumors diagnosed in the in situ or

distant stages are not assigned adjuvant therapy. The likelihood of each mode of

treatment is based on observed use of the treatment. Data describing the likelihood of

treatment were provided by NCI based on analysis of data from the Patterns of Care

study as well as combined data from numerous cancer registries1. These data show

increasing use of chemotherapy for large localized tumors and regional tumors over

time and increasing use of a 5–year course of tamoxifen for ER positive tumors. All

CISNET collaboration models use these data as input.

Revealed ER status is modeled as a function of the true ER status of the tumor as well

as the calendar year. True ER status is based on the age of the woman at the time of

tumor onset (Table 3)2. In the simulation, the treatment probabilities are determined in

part by whether the ER status is known. We used SEER data from 1990 forward (the

first year this was recorded in the SEER data) to estimate the proportion of tumors with

ER status determined; probabilities before this time were based on assessment of a

local expert oncologist–breast cancer researcher (Table 4). The treatment administered

is in part determined by whether the ER status is known and if so whether it is positive

or negative. The treatment effectiveness is determined as a function of the ‘true’

underlying ER status of the tumor and the treatment given.

TABLE 3. Probability that a tumor is ER Positive by Age

Age Pr(ER+)

0.6

45–54 0.65

55–64 0.74

65–74 0.77

75+ 0.83

TABLE 4. Likelihood that the True ER status of a tumor will be known

Year Pr(ER Status Known)

0.1

1975–1979 0.2

1980–1984 0.5

1985–1989 0.63

1990 0.68

> 1991 0.69

No data directly describe the effectiveness of treatment as implemented in the

simulation model. Data from randomized clinical trials are usually reported as relative

survival gains or decreases in annual mortality odds. Thus the derivation of the

likelihood that a particular mode of treatment would be effective was a several step

process.

The estimation of treatment effectiveness started with baseline effectiveness for

standard treatment by stage at detection in the absence of adjuvant therapy. These

likelihoods were estimated by expert opinion and were refined during the calibration

process. Observed survival was approximated by a mixture of the survival given

treatment is completely effective and the survival given treatment is completely

ineffective where the mixture proportion is the probability that treatment is effective.
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Using this relationship, 10–year survival probabilities (considering all causes of death)

were estimated from the simulation model under conditions that all treatment is

completely effective and again assuming all treatment is completely ineffective, and

modified 10–year survival probabilities were computed by age group and stage.

Annualized mortality rates were calculated assuming that the annual mortality rate

was constant over the 10–year interval.

The annual odds of mortality for adjuvant treatment were calculated by applying trial

results about the performance of treatment reported as the annual reduction in the

odds of mortality to the computed annual odds of mortality for baseline treatment.

These annual odds were further adjusted based on the length of the course of treatment

for tamoxifen. These adjustments to the baseline odds of mortality assume that the

effects of chemotherapy and tamoxifen are independent and that tamoxifen is effective

for women with tumors that are ER positive3(pp1–15,71–85).

These adjusted annual odds of mortality by the current age of the woman, tumor stage

(localized and regional only), true ER status, and mode of adjuvant treatment were

converted back to the annualized mortality rates. Again assuming constant annual

all–cause mortality, implied 10–year survival probabilities were computed. Adjusted

mixture proportions that treatment is curative were recomputed based on the adjusted

10–year survival probabilities and the two simulated survival probabilities under

conditions that all treatment is either completely effective or completely ineffective.

These adjusted cure fractions are reported in table 5.
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TABLE 5. Cure probabilities used in the model.

Stage Age ER status No Adj Tx Tam 2yr Tam 5yr Chemo only Tam 2yr +chemo Tam 5yr +chemo

In Situ – 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 50–59 – 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 60–69 – 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 70+ – 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ + 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 50–59 + 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 60–69 + 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

In Situ 70+ + 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

Localized – 0.820 0.820 0.820 0.882 0.882 0.882

Localized50–59 – 0.820 0.820 0.820 0.867 0.867 0.867

Localized60–69 – 0.820 0.820 0.820 0.864 0.864 0.864

Localized70+ – 0.820 0.820 0.820 0.957 0.957 0.957

Localized + 0.820 0.861 0.884 0.882 0.913 0.931

Localized50–59 + 0.820 0.881 0.916 0.867 0.921 0.952

Localized60–69 + 0.820 0.921 0.980 0.864 0.959 1.000

Localized70+ + 0.820 1.000 1.000 0.957 1.000 1.000

Regional – 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.527 0.527 0.527

Regional 50–59 – 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.470 0.470 0.470

Regional 60–69 – 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.446 0.446 0.446

Regional 70+ – 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.268 0.268 0.268

Regional + 0.400 0.482 0.532 0.527 0.599 0.642

Regional 50–59 + 0.400 0.492 0.549 0.470 0.558 0.611

Regional 60–69 + 0.400 0.509 0.578 0.446 0.554 0.621

Regional 70+ + 0.200 0.370 0.493 0.268 0.448 0.575

Distant – 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 50–59 – 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 60–69 – 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 70+ – 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

Distant + 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 50–59 + 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 60–69 + 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050

Distant 70+ + 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

The baseline cure fractions are shown in the "No Adj Tx" column. Initially we held

these constant within stage regardless of the age of the woman. However breast cancer

mortality among older women was consistently too low. Accordingly, we reduced the

cure fractions of the two more advanced stages for women aged 70 years and older.

This is consistent with observations that older women appear to be less aggressively

treated than younger women 6.

Treatment of LMP tumors is assumed to be 100% curative since these tumors are, by

our definition, not lethal.
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MODEL CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
The inputs to the simulation model are numerous. We took the following inputs as

given:

1. Estimated breast cancer incidence in the absence of screening;

2. The patterns of mammography dissemination over time;

3. The patterns treatment dissemination over time;

4. Dissemination of ER status determination over time, and the relationship

between the woman’s age and ER status of her tumor;

5. The relative effectiveness of various modes of adjuvant therapy.

Other inputs to the model were calibrated to make the model outputs conform to

surveillance data from 1975–2000. These calibrated inputs include the tumor detection

probabilities in Tables 1 and 2 in Screening Component , the baseline treatment

effectiveness probabilities in the no adjuvant therapy ("No Adj Tx") column of Table 5

in Treatment Component , and the variables listed in Table 6. Table 6 is entitled "core

parameters" because these 10 turned out to be the parameters about which the least is

known and which apparently control model output with the most sensitivity.
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TABLE 6. Calibrated core input parameters.

[Sampled

Range]

(increment size

for discrete

sampling)

Parameter Use in the model

Wide

ranges*

Focused

ranges*

Final

value

1. LMP

Fraction

Proportion of all biologically incident tumors assumed to be Limited

Malignant Potential (LMP)

[0% –

55%]

(1%)

[30% –

50%] (1%)

42%

2. Max LMP

Size

LMP tumors assumed to grow no larger than this diameter (cm) (this

variable was fixed as it is entangled with In Situ Boundary, the Gompertz

growth parameters, and LMP Dwell Time)

1 cm 1 cm 1 cm

3. LMP

Dwell Time

Maximum sojourn time (years) for LMP tumor after reaching Max LMP

Size; after this time without discovery, the LMP tumor disappears next

simulation cycle.

[1–3]

(0.5)

[1.5–2.5]

(0.5)

2 y

4. In Situ

Boundary

The diameter (cm) below which the tumor is classified as in situ stage in the

simulation if there are no associated positive lymph nodes

[0.75 –

1.0] (0.01)

[0.85 –

0.99]

(0.01)

0.95

cm

5. Onset

Proportion

Ratio of assumed age–specific biologic onset rate divided by age–specific

incidence rate (the latter specified by age–period–cohort model estimated in

absence of screening – see text).

0.85 – 1.2

(0.01)

0.8 – 1.0

(0.01)

0.9

6. Onset LagTime interval (years) between year of index onset rate and incidence rate

used in Onset Proportion. This is to "fill the pipeline" with biologically onset

tumors which will be discovered at a given incidence rate some years later.

Because the cycle time of the model in 0.5 years, this was taken to be step

size.

[1–8]

(0.5)

[1.5–4]

(0.5)

3 y

7. Percent 4

nodes

Percent of biologically onset, non–LMP tumors which are assigned 4

positive lymph nodes at onset. (This places these tumors at the upper limits

of simulated regional tumors, which are presumed to have 1–4 positive

nodes.)

[0 – 5%]

(1%)

[0 – 1%]

(1%)

1%

8. Percent 5

nodes

Percent of biologically onset, non–LMP tumors which are assigned 5

positive lymph nodes at onset. (This simulates these tumors in the distant

stage from their initiation in the model.)

[0 – 5%]

(1%)

[2 – 4%]

(1%)

2%

9. Mean

Gamma

The Gompertz growth rate is assumed to have a gamma distribution across

all onset tumors. This parameter is the mean of this gamma distribution (see

text).

[0.01 –

0.2] (0.01)

[0.08 –

0.18]

(0.01)

0.12

10. Var

Gamma

The variance of the gamma distribution of Gompertz growth rates [0.006 –

0.1]

(0.001)

[0.01 –

0.05]

(0.001)

0.012

*The wide range was used for initial sampling of parameter space; the focused range

was used to focus sampling in a sub–region of parameter space closer to where the best

solution was thought to be. See text for details.

Our objective in constructing this simulation model of breast cancer epidemiology was

to have a computer model whose output mimics the contents of a cancer surveillance

registry. Thus, we calibrated to breast cancer incidence data for 10 5–year age groups

from 30–34 years to 75–79 years across the 26 calendar years 1975–2000, and 4 historical

stages at detection (in situ, local, regional, distant) appearing in the Wisconsin Cancer
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Reporting System and in the national SEER data base, exclusive of Iowa1. Jointly, these

comprise a surface of (10x26x4) = 1040 points at which model output should

approximate data from the two (non–equal) surveillance data sets. Manipulating the

inputs in order to maximize fit to this surface is a complex optimization problem with

no unique objective function and no closed form solution. Accordingly, we approached

calibration heuristically in several stages.

First, to reduce the dimensionality of the problem of comparing model output to

known registry data we adjusted incidence rates to the year 2000 standard age

population (for ages 30–79 years) and subjectively judged the fit of the model by

comparing the 4 stage–specific incidence rate curves and the age–adjusted breast

cancer mortality curve over the single years from 1975 to 2000. We concentrated not

only on minimizing error in predicting rates (demanding approximately the same

relative fit for each curve despite the large variation in absolute rates by stage), but also

on the qualitative shapes of these curves compared to WCRS and SEER data.

We began calibration with a set of initial values for input parameters in Tables 1, 2 in

Screening Component , and 6. These tables jointly summarize all calibrated inputs to

the simulation model and are the parameters controlling incidence rates. Initial values

were based on literature searches and expert judgments. Factorial experiments were

devised to examine the effects of varying combinations of parameters in reasonable

ranges. The output of each combination of parameters was represented as a

"calibration plot" such as shown in the first five panels of Figure 5. We assessed these

plots "by eye", judging how closely model output fit WCRS and SEER data. A typical

factorial experiment varying 3 parameters in a 2 x 2 x 4 design took on the order of 3

days to run and analyze. This process led to modifications of the model structure and

inputs. Once model output appeared to fit incidence curves well, the 4 baseline cure

fractions (one for each stage) in the "No Adj Tx" column of Table 5 in Treatment

Component were adjusted to bring age–adjusted breast cancer mortality rates

predicted by the model to the levels of the observed data.
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FIGURE 5. This is a calibration plot for the final model inputs. Four panels of the figure show

incidence rates per 100,000 women (adjusted to population aged 30–79, US standard

population for year 2000) for each stage, in situ, local, regional, or distant, and one panel

shows breast cancer mortality rates. The scales have been adjusted to provide comparable

visual assessment of fit across the panels; the absolute rates vary considerably across the

panels. The two dark lines are data from SEER (excluding data from Iowa) and from the

Wisconsin Cancer Registry. Iowa has been held out for later cross–validation as a state similar

geographically and demographically to Wisconsin. Vertical bars indicate plus or minus 2

standard deviations for each annual point value across 300 replications using the fixed input

parameters. The final panel is a histogram of the evaluation scores (as described in the text) for

the 300 replications with the model inputs fixed.

For the next phase of calibration, we performed parameter sampling experiments. The

purposes of parameter sampling were to explore whether a better fitting parameter

combination(s) may be found than the one at which we arrived heuristically, to assess

the likelihood of parameter combinations yielding good fitting solutions, and to be able

to make uncertainty statements about our fitted parameter values. In this phase we

specified wide ranges around the parameter values resulting from the first phase of

calibration and sampled trial parameter values from uniform distributions in these

ranges.

It was necessary to develop auxiliary computational tools to carry out the sampling

experiments. The major tool was a function to automatically screen the model’s "fit"

resulting from a particular set of input parameters. Each unique combination of input

parameters is a vector in the model parameter space (a 10–dimensional space if we

consider only parameters in Table 6, or a higher dimension space if parameter values

from Tables 1 and 2 in Screening Component are also considered). Let be a vector of

input parameter values. We wished to evaluate a set of parameter vectors,

, where N is a large number (on the order of tens or hundreds of

thousands), sampled uniformly in a pre–specified hypercube of parameter space

(ranges for sampling are shown in Table 6). To do this we evaluated the fit of the
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simulation output to observed surveillance data using each as input. Because there

were many parameter vectors to evaluate, a method was required to automatically

evaluate "fit", the evaluation we had been doing by "eye" in phase 1. Denote the fit of

the simulation at by the function, . The function must evaluate the closeness of

the simulation output to approximately 1040 non–independent points defined by 26

years of surveillance incidence data. Further, given , the output of the simulation is

complex stochastically. Each execution of the simulation, a "replication", mimics

detailed surveillance data from 1975–2000. We did not wish to fit observed data exactly

because observed data are only one "sample" from a stochastic real world, but rather to

find underlying parameters leading to behavior stochastically similar to observed

surveillance data.

Accordingly, we were reluctant to define solely in terms of an error function such as a

sum of squared deviations across the 1040 points. Such an error function

de–emphasizes incidence rates with small numerical values thus obscuring the

importance of the trends from low to high rates in early stage cancers. Using a squared

error penalty function resulted in representing age–adjusted incidence curves which do

not "flatten" enough in later years compared to observed surveillance data. We instead

elected to define using acceptance envelopes around the four age–adjusted

stage–specific incidence curves shown in Figure 6 and to count number of points at

which the simulation output fell outside the envelopes. This equalizes importance of

matching general shapes of the observed data curves regardless of the absolute

numerical size of the rates in a given year. Envelope widths were defined using

replication–to–replication variation in the simulation output (the variation is largely

independent of the specific parameter values) such as shown in Figure 5. We set

envelope widths to screen for potentially "good" input parameter combinations. That

is, given an input parameter vector whose mean output across many replications

would fall near the centers of the envelopes, we expected the 4 stage–specific output

incidence curves from a _single _replication run would be unlikely to exceed the

envelope often and a vector whose mean output was near the edges of the envelope

was likely to generate data exceeding the envelope in many places on any given

replication. We defined a scoring function, , as the sum of the number of points at

which the 4 curves from one replication executed using the input parameters fell

outside the envelopes. With 26 years from 1975–2000 and 4 curves, there is a total of

26x4=104 points at which the output from one replication could exceed the envelopes,

hence the range of the evaluation function was .
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FIGURE 6. The dotted boundaries show the acceptance envelopes used for parameter

sampling experiments. Incidence rates are age–adjusted to the U.S. population aged 30–79 in

year 2000. The fit of a proposed input parameter vector was scored by counting excursions of

one replication’s output of the simulation beyond the envelope bounds at any of the 26x4=104

possible annual points from 1975 to 2000. The envelope for in situ cancer is biased toward the

SEER data since those represent a much larger number of cases. Generally envelope widths

vary with wider envelopes being associated with lower, and hence more variable, rates.

We used the CONDOR environment for simultaneous execution of the simulation by a

large pool of networked computers. With approximately 120 computers in the

CONDOR pool to which we had access, we could evaluate approximately 1000–1500

sampled s per day.

Three "experiments" were conducted to calibrate and evaluate the model. Experiment 1

was designed to sample the parameter space broadly across all variables from Tables 1,

2 in Screening Component , and 6. The curve cut–points in Tables 1 and 2 in Screening

Component were constrained so that probabilities of detection increased with size of

tumor. Table 6 shows ranges sampled. All initial sampling was from uniform

distributions (or equal probability distributions for variables sampled discretely). After

approximately 57,000 s were evaluated with the result being no score under 10 (i.e.,

for all s evaluated), we constrained the LMP fraction to be under 10% for the

next 15,000 samples to ensure dense sampling near zero for this potentially contentious

variable. A total of 72,335 s were evaluated in this fashion with none scoring less than

10 and only 10 scoring under 16. For the next 30,000 samples we constrained LMP

fraction to range from 30–55%, closer to our initial solution of 42%. Of the 30,188

uniformly sampled s a total of 363 yielded scores of 10 or less, 91 with a score of 5 or

less, 15 with a score of 3, 4 scoring a 2, 1 scoring 1, and none scoring 0.
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From Experiment 1, it appeared s leading to acceptably calibrated simulated

incidence curves are rare in the parameter space defined by plausible marginal ranges

of inputs. By sampling, we improved only slightly on our initial "by eye" solution,

making small changes in parameters to match a with score of 2. We did not select the

vector with a score of 1 because of the 4 vectors with score of 2, one of them had

slightly better age–specific results than the one scoring 1 point better on age–adjusted

evaluation. We also conclude that models with LMP fraction less than 30%, and

especially those with LMP fraction near 0%, can be excluded for lack of fit to observed

incidence, and this was in spite of testing a very wide range of other inputs to

compensate.

Experiment 2 asked whether which were identified with low (good) scores in

Experiment 1 generally had good solutions also existing in neighborhoods near them,

and if those identified with higher (poorer) scores generally had poor solutions in their

neighborhoods – i.e., does our scoring function f appear to separate neighborhoods

well. We picked four of the s with scores in the 0–3 range ("good"), and four s with

scores in the 11–15 range ("poor"), and sampled and scored an additional 500 in the

neighborhood of each of these eight vectors. A "neighborhood" was defined by freezing

the detection probabilities for each vector (parameters from Tables 1 and 2 in Screening

Component ), and sampling remaining parameters (from Table 6) within a range of

±5% of the original vector’s values. Examining the distributions of scores from samples

around these vectors we generally found about 30% of samples in the neighborhood of

a "good" vector to have scores equal to or less than 10, and far fewer than 1% of

samples around "poor" vectors to score at 10 or less. We concluded that using our

scoring function, , was a reasonable method to automate exploring the parameter

space.

Although broadly speaking our acceptable solutions—i.e., the set of with scores less

than 10—appear somewhat concentrated in the parameter space, they do not form a

connected set. We believe there may be clusters of mutually non–identifiable

parameters, hence we see a solution set with some marginal distributions being

bi–modal or multimodal. Figure 7 presents marginal plots of selected parameters in the

set of with scores less than 10. These may be interpreted roughly as posterior

marginal distributions for the input parameter values.

Experiment 3 ran 300 replications using our "best fit" solution, denoted . These

replications, when scored using f yielded a score range of 0–10; the distribution of

scores is shown in the lower right hand panel of Figure 5. The calibration plot in Figure

5 was drawn using these replications of . Tables 1, 2 in Screening Component , and 6

present the parameter values for . Note that is not simply a joint mean of the

marginal distributions in Figure 7 because we have selected the this vector based on

having a score at the lower end of the range deemed "acceptable" for purposes of

producing figure 7.
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FIGURE 7. Marginal posterior distributions for six of the input parameters in Table 6. These

histograms show values of the named parameters for input parameter vectors with scores of

10 or less in the sampling experiment. The ranges shown correspond to the ranges sampled for

these parameters. Note that the parameters are not independent.

Additional outputs of the model have been compared to data where they exist (results

not shown). For example the survival curves implied by the baseline cure probabilities

are a good match to long–term survival published by Fisher, et al, in a follow–up study

of modified mastectomy and lumpectomy treatments3. The stage distribution at

detection as a function of tumor size is similar to SEER data1. The age–specific

prevalence of breast cancer in the year 1975 appears to match prevalence rates derived

by NCI statisticians from SEER data (data not shown).

REFERENCES:
1 Ries, LAG., Eisner, MP., Kosary, CL., Hankey, BF., Miller, BA., Clegg, L “SEER

Cancer Statistics Review, 1975-2000” in National Cancer Institute 2003;
2 Fisher, B., Jeong, JH., Anderson, S., Bryant, J., Fisher, ER., Wolmark, N. “Twenty-

five-year follow-up of a randomized trial comparing radical mastectomy, total
mastectomy, and total mastectomy followed by irradiation” in N Engl J Med
2002; 347: 8: 567-75

3 Fisher, B., Anderson, S., Bryant, J., Margolese, RG., Deutsch, M., Fisher, ER.
“Twenty-year follow-up of a randomized trial comparing total mastectomy,
lumpectomy, and lumpectomy plus irradiation for the treatment of invasive
breast cancer” in N Engl J Med 2002; 347: 16: 1233-41
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POPULATION COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes the method by which population is simulated in the model.

OVERVIEW
The model was designed to produce counts of incident tumors and breast cancer

deaths over time to reproduce corresponding counts in the WCRS from 1980–1998, this

being the interval for which WCRS is available and stable. Hence we scaled the

simulation to replicate the life histories of a population of women from whom these

counts would arise. Starting the model in 1950, we simulate a number of women equal

to each single–year age cohort of women in the Wisconsin population aged 20–99. In

each year 1951–1999 we add to the simulation model the number of women aged 20y

in that year. (We chose age 20 under the assumption that breast cancer is so rare in

younger women that we can ignore its occurrence before that age.)

DETAIL
The total number of women simulated is approximately 2.95 million. Each complete

simulation of these 2.95 million women is one replication of the simulation and results

in data equivalent to the breast cancer cases in the WCRS from 1978–1998 plus the

years 1950–1977, and 1999–2000. One replication on a desktop computer with a

Pentium 4 processor and 384 Mb of RAM requires approximately 10 minutes. We

submit runs consisting of multiple replications, typically 10–50, using a large set of

networked computers utilizing the CONDOR sharing software3.

We started the model in 1950 assuming no breast cancer is present in any woman

living at that time. The breast cancer onset and progression submodels described above

are invoked in 6 month cycles from simulated year 1950 to 1975 as "burn–in" for our

model under the assumption that the prevalence has stabilized after the 25 year

run–up.

For comparison of output to other CISNET collaborators, when we computed

age–adjusted rates, we adjusted results to the US standard population (male and

female) aged 30–79 in the year 2000.

REFERENCES:
1 Livny, M, Basney, J, Raman, R, Tannenbaum, T “Mechanisms for high throughput

computing” in SPEEDUP Journal 1997; 11:
2 Basney, J., Livny, M. “Chapter 5: Deploying a high throughput computing cluster” in

In: Buyya R, editor
3 Thain, D, Tannenbaum, T., Livny, M. “Condor and the grid. In: Berman F, Hey AJG,

Fox G, editors” in Grid Computing: Making the Global Infrastructure a Reality
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OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
When a woman meets the exit criteria for the simulation (i.e., she dies, she reaches age

100, or the ending calendar year of the simulation is reached) her data are tallied in a

series of event counters.

The primary counters accumulate counts relevant to numerators and denominators of

output quantities of interest. Example counters are:

1. indexed by age and calendar year, counts instances of being alive and a given

age in a given calendar year. This count is used as a denominator.

2. similarly indexed, counts instances of being alive and breast–cancer free at a

given age in a given calendar year. This too is a potential denominator.

3. indexed by historical stage, age, and calendar year, and mode of detection

(mammogram or clinical surfacing), counts instances of incidence breast cancer.

4. indexed by historical stage, age, and calendar year, and nature of the tumor

(agressive breast cancer or breast cancer of limited malignant potential) tallies

undetected breast cancers

Similar ad hoc counters can be implemented for special runs of the simulation.

The counts in these arrays are converted to rates per 100,000 at the end of 1 simulation

replication of the entire population. These rates are then stored for N complete

replications and the median, mean, and standard deviations are computed across the N

replications.

These single–year outputs can be combined to show age–adjusted outputs across time

(see Results Overview )
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